
Linical phenomena associated with depressions, 
anxieties, and other affective or mood 

Disorders. 

^is paper is based on observations from the Section of Neurology 

^ Mayo Clinic, Rochester, U.S.A. Normal health, joy, and 
PPlness come from satisfying experiences with environment. Grief 

associated with thwarting and unpleasant events. It is a prevalent 

t^a ^at emotions result from some stimulus of external origin, and 
catastrophe and misfortune are necessary to cause distress. But in 
e persons, sadness, anxiety, depression, elation, and feelings of 
eme well-being seem to be of endogenous origin. Such a person, 

for'enenc^n? a distressing emotional state, and finding no external cause r Jt) commences to hunt for a diseased organ. An analysis of 112 cases 
IS givpn u & cn nere, with case histories of 20. Such cases present no difficulty 
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Periscope 
to the psychiatrist, who readily grasps the distress of the personality as 
a whole, but if some one unfamiliar with such states diagnoses a 

localised lesion in some organ, the attempt to relieve the patient by 
treating such, whether by operation or otherwise, will result in failure, 
and the final result of all therapeutic efforts directed towards such 

supposedly diseased organs, is to increase and intensify the distress 
of the personality as a whole, who will continue to struggle and seek 
for relief far and wide, in and out of the medical profession. Such 
distress varies greatly from one person to another and may be expressed 
in unusual and unexpected terms, due to the inherent tendencies and 
life experiences of the sufferer. It is most important to realise that 
insidious, chemical, and immunological changes may result from 

continuous anxiety and depression, and thus doubtless favour metabolic 
diseases as well as infectious invasions. It cannot be too widely 

recognised that the attempt to explain all the abnormal feelings 
and complaints of patients by organic lesions is futile, and that 

incalculable damage may be done by working along such lines. 

Thoughts and feelings are as much a product of a patient as the 

gastric secretions or the pulse-rate, and should be carefully studied 
in a properly detached manner. The average physician and surgeon 
entirely overlooks and fails to appreciate the real nature and significance 
of such states. 

Lloyd H. Ziegler (Amer. Joum. Psychiat1929, viii., 849-879). 


